Abstract. Existing data on source parameters of large crustal earthquakes (subduction events are not considered here) over a wide range of repeat times indicate that, for a given magnitude (Ms or Mw), earthquakes with long repeat times have shorter fault lengths than those with short repeat times. A shorter fault length for a given magnitude indicates a larger average stress drop which reflects the average strength of the fault zone. Our result therefore suggests that faults with longer repeat times are stronger than those with shorter repeat times. In terms of an asperity model in which the average strength of a fault zone is determined by the ratio, ra, of the total area of the asperities (strong spots on a fault plane) to the total area of the fault zone, the above result suggests that ra is proportional to the repeat time. Our result provides a method to estimate seismic source spectra from the fault length and the repeat time of a potential causative fault.
Introduction
The repeat time of earthquakes on a given fault segment is controlled by the rate of tectonic loading (long-term slip rate) and the stress accumulation and release mechanism on the fault. Most large earthquakes at active plate margins have relatively short (30 to 200 years) repeat times, while some intraplate events have repeat times as long as several thousand years, even if they are relatively close to a plate boundary.
In this paper, we examine published source parameters of large crustal earthquakes for which repeat times have been estimated, in an attempt to see whether events with grossly different repeat times have different source characteristics. In particular, we examine average stress drops associated with faulting. Although stress drops may be controlled by many parameters other than the repeat time, the large range of the repeat times (i.e., 20 to several thousand years) among different earthquakes would help isolate the thctor that determines the earthquake stress drop. Geophysical Monograph Series Earthquake Source Mechanics Vol. 37
Copyright American Geophysical Union and Helmberger [1982] estimate that the average stress drop, Ao, is 5 to 10 bars, but the local stress drop, Aoa, is about 200 bars. We assume that the area where a large amount of slip occurred is a strong spot on the fault plane, and will call it the (fault) asperity. Th__.en the average strength of the fault and the average stress drop Ao are proportional to the ratio, ra, of the total area of the asperity (or asperities, if more than one asperity exists) to the total area of the fault plane. In terms of this asperity model, our results can be interpreted that ra increases as the repeat time increases.
Discussion
Kanamori and Anderson [1975] demonstrate that the average stress drop is higher for intraplate than interplate earthquakes. Since intraplate events have generally longer repeat times than interplate events, our result is essentially the same as that of Kanamori and Anderson [1975] . However, the distinction between "intraplate" and "interplate" is often ambiguous. The use of repeat time, or slip rate, as a parameter in the scaling relation provides a clearer physical basis.
The present result suggests a scheme to estimate strong ground motions of intraplate events with very long repeat times such as those in the eastern United States. Boore cm/year). The seismicity there is characterized by the absence of large earthquakes, although this may be partly due to their proximity to the spreading center and to the relatively high-temperature lithosphere there. Along the transform faults in the Mid-Atlantic ridge where the slip rate is very low ( m 2 cm/year), relatively large ( Ms > 6) earthquakes occur occasionally. When V becomes very, small, the repeat time increases indefinitely and, at a certain point, the fault zone would cease to be seismogenic.
The data set used in this study includes events with strike-slip, thrust and normal-fault mechanisms. It is possible that the average stress drop varies depending upon the fault type; most probably it is greatest for thrust events, least for normal-fault events, and intermediate for strike-slip events [e.g., Sibson, 1974] . No obvious trend is found, however, in the data set used here. Ruff and Kanamori [1980 ] show that the strength of plate coupling at subduction zones generally increases with the convergence rate. This conclusion may appear to contradict the conclusion of the present paper. However, the conclusion of Ruff and Kanamori [1980] 
